FACULTY WORKSHOPS
There are a series of workshops this semester focused on disability accommodations, designed specifically to support our faculty in creating an inclusive learning environment. These workshops will cover essential topics such as understanding legal obligations, implementing effective accommodations, and fostering an accessible classroom culture.

Fundamentals of Accommodations
Date/Time: Thursday, August 22nd: 10:00am-11:30am
Description: This session will cover the essentials of the Americans with Disability Act (ADA), provide insights into the most common disabilities encountered in academic settings, and offer practical guidance on implementing effective accommodations in your courses. We will also discuss strategies for maintaining the integrity of course(s) while implementing accommodations. Registration Link.

Navigating Flexibility with Attendance & Assignment Accommodations
Date/Time: Thursday, September 5th: 10:00am-11:30am
Description: This session will provide an overview of the Flexibility with Attendance & Assignment accommodations, best practices for setting parameters regarding flexibility, and allow for Q&A. Registration Link.

Supporting Students on the Autism Spectrum
Date/Time: Wednesday, September 18th: 1:30pm-3:00pm
Description: This session will be facilitated in partnership with Kelsey Bohlke, Assistant Director of the Emory Oaks Program at the Emory Autism Center. This session will provide information regarding Autism, what you might see in the classroom and strategies for supporting students. Registration Link.

Save the Date: Tuesday, October 29th: 1:30pm-3:00pm
Universal Design and Inclusive Pedagogy: Facilitated by Dr. Jennifer Sarrett
Hybrid session: Registration information coming soon.

RESOURCES FOR FALL
- Fall 2024 Dates
- Fall 2024 Academic Sessions Deadlines
- RSPH Syllabus Template
- RSPH Student Support Toolkit for Fall 2024

MANAGING THE 2024 ELECTION ON CAMPUS
Given the likely range of reactions and emotions over the next few weeks concerning the 2024 elections, we need to plan how we conduct these crucial conversations in all academic spaces on campus. This infographic, created by Alexander Bolton, Associate Professor in the Department of Political Science at Emory College of Arts and Science, is an excellent resource for discussing the elections with students.

EVENT
Professional Development Summer Sessions: AUG 15, 12-1pm Fundamentals of Disability in the Workplace
Check here for events details.

Reminders for Fall 24:
Aug 27: Course syllabus and DEI Assessment Tool submission deadline. Please use this form to submit course syllabus and DEI Assessment Tool.

SEMMESTER AT A GLANCE
Fall 2024
AUG: Department Spring 2025 Schedule Planning
OCT: Mid-Course Eval Opens/Closes
OCT/NOV: Spring 2024 Pre-Registration Opens/Closes
NOV-DEC: Regular Course Evaluations Opens/Closes
DEC: Fall 2024 Graduating Students

HAPPENING IN AUGUST
August 2024
27: Course syllabus & DEI Assessment Tool submission deadline.
27: Coordinated Care Response Training
28: Regular Classes Begin & Non-PUBH students may enroll in regular academic term classes

rsphenrollmentservices@emory.edu
sph.emory.edu/rollins-life/enrollment-services